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ABSTRACT: At the beginning of the 1980s Europe is in an unfavorable position in 

the Triad (USA, Japan, Europe). European countries have begun to integrate and coordinate 

their economies and markets to increase product competitiveness. The "management" model is 

developed as an alternative to US and Japanese management. The US economy has been and 

has remained, by definition, a firm / private enterprise economy; even when it affects and 

influences affairs, the state - whether federal, state or local - honors the private property and 

prosperity generated by competition between individuals / firms. Theoretically, each 

organization is motivated or has as its primary objective to obtain profit. Especially after the 

1950s, the fundamental goal of the companies became the market and the customers, the profit 
being seen as a consequence of remaining in business; however, top management of US firms is 

pragmatic and regards profit as the only resource allocation criterion. The article provides a 

perspective on the comparison between Europe's economy and that of the United States. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The EU's economic policy focuses on job creation and growth stimulation 
through smarter use of financial resources, removing barriers to investment and 

ensuring visibility and providing technical assistance for investment projects. 

Characteristics of the European context:  
- increasing employment in England;  

- revitalizing savings supported by investment dynamics in England and France;  

- implementation of the Monetary Union in the European Union;  
- concern for the enlargement of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the 

European Union;  
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- great differences between the Western Europe, developed and Eastern Europe, 

marked by the communist system;  

- creating a macroeconomic environment for non-inflationary growth in Eastern 

Europe. 
The US is one of the most heterogeneous societies in the world, a society 

based on individualism and competition, a society in which different systems coexist: 

welfare and poverty, gain or loss, quick solutions to a problem or lack of a solution, 
etc. For the average American there is "yes or no" (black and white) and rarer "can" 

between the extremes of the cultural values of the business world: 

- the sincerity of relationships between individuals and an unclear boundary between 
professional and private life; it is hard to establish friendship, the rapprochement 

between people and trust is slow, etc.  

- individualism and the notion that any status can be "gained" by work; competition 

is fair between groups in different areas; the family and the group are located at a 
secondary level; the child is encouraged to be independent and to leave the parent's 

home at the age of 18; the child is educated to pay college fees, etc.  

- freedom and democracy, freedom of expression, choice of religion, choice of 
profession, criticism of public authority; the freedom to choose your own destiny, 

whether you are winning or failing; the media and the media are a real power of 

the rule of law, even if they do not have an official status;  
- very aggressive competition, it is very important to participate in the game, to be 

permanently in any competition; this spirit is still induced by the family and the 

primary classes of each child;  

- universal human rights and equal opportunities for persons are considered sacred 
and guaranteed rights; The US remains the "land of all possibilities", every person 

can accede to money, power and influence;  

- there is no formal social caste system, any individual (humble) being able to gain 
material or social success: in the upper class are the inherited wealth, followed by 

the managers; executives or a more moderately paid managerial post, then the 

unemployed and other similar categories. 

 
2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

 

The United States often prides itself on being the world leader on bringing the 
most economic benefits to its population. But is it true? When it comes to measures of 

wellbeing – and even on many straight economic growth measures — the European 

Union leads the way, according to this opinion piece by Kalin Anev Janse, who is 
secretary general and also a member of the management board of the European 

Stability Mechanism (ESM). The ESM, often called the eurozone’s lender of last 

resort, is responsible for providing financial assistance to eurozone countries or to 

banks that need a capital injection. The ESM replaced the temporary European 
Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) in 2012. 

The United States and the European Union (EU) have engaged in a friendly 

economic rivalry for decades. Both have been quite successful, but which of the 
powerhouses holds the competitive edge? While the two have roughly the same GDP, 
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around €18.9 trillion for the EU and €18.3 trillion for the U.S. at the end of 2015, the 

EU has a larger population, 507 million citizens versus 319 million, meaning this 

calculation comes out in the U.S.’s favor. 

But simply looking at this headline figure does not give a sufficiently nuanced 
view of the comparative strengths of the two powerful areas. We need to dig deeper to 

see how — and more importantly, for whom — the two deploy the wealth they create. 

Although counterintuitive on the surface, that exploration will reveal that the 
EU is better at harnessing that wealth creation for the betterment of its citizens. And 

that betterment is both intentional and at the core of Europe’s economic success. 

Since 1994, GDP per capita growth has expanded in parallel in the U.S. and in 
those countries that use the euro as a currency, the euro area (Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. GDP per capita growth comparison 

 

Between 1999, when the euro was launched, and 2008, average GDP growth 

per capita expanded by 1.6% in both geographies. At times the euro area outperformed, 

such as in the post-2001 technology crisis in the U.S. At others, the U.S. grew more 

briskly, such as its rebound from the 2008 crisis. Overall, however, they followed the 
same trend. 

“Europe managed to make a much broader base of society wealthier. Was this 

easy? No, but it was the result of intentional policy decisions.” 
But wealth is merely a tool. The question at hand is how that wealth is used. 

When one looks under the surface of this question, and examines how this wealth is 

transformed into wellbeing, then Europe’s economic success begins to take form and 

shape. A study conducted by the Boston Consulting Group on economic wellbeing 
around the world assesses how wealth is translated across three elements and 10 

dimensions: economics (income, economic stability, employment); investments 

(health, education, infrastructure); and sustainability (income equality, civil society, 
governance and environment). 
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From 2006 to 2013 Germany and the U.S. both recorded an average GDP per 

capita growth rate of 1.1%. Germany’s ability to convert growth into economic 

wellbeing was equivalent to an economy growing at an average rate of 6.2%, while the 

U.S. managed a measly average rate of just 0.5%. Improvements in health services, 
affordable education and good public transportation have immediate benefits for 

citizens’ lives. 

Figure 2 shows the transformative power of these gains, and offers another 
insight into how the euro area is actually outperforming the U.S. We could go yet 

another level deeper and unearth how wealth creation has benefitted different slices of 

the population. Take the bottom 90% of earners in a country. 
 

 
 Source: BCG, Why Well-being Should Drive Growth Strategies, 2015 

 

Figure 2. Wealth-to-wellbeing coefficient in selected countries in 2015 

 

If we look growth in real average income for this group over the period 1950-
2013, its real wage income grew some 70% in the U.S., dwarfed by gains of 150% in 

Italy and the United Kingdom and of a whopping 250% in France and Germany. This 

means that belonging to the “bottom 90%” in Europe is much better than in the U.S. 
(Figure 3). 

Now, if we turn to the top 1% of income earners, France, Germany, the United 

Kingdom, and the U.S. all had some 7%-9% of their population in this bracket in 1975. 

Over the last 40 years, this percentage doubled to 18% in the U.S., but it expanded 
more modestly in Europe. The United Kingdom’s share grew the most, to 13%, 

followed by Germany at 12%, while in France and Italy it also expanded but remained 

below 10% — Figure 4. Europe managed to make a much broader base of society 
wealthier. Was this easy? No, but it was the result of intentional policy decisions and it 

happened in a very challenging context: while navigating at high-speed the delicate and 

complex task of growing the union. 
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Source: World Economic Forum 2015 

Index, 1950=100 (log scale) 

 

Figure 3. Growth, real average income, for bottom 90% 

 

 
 Source: World Economic Forum 2015 

 
Figure 4. Percent of population in the 1% income bracket, 1975-2013 

 
The EU gathered in 13 new countries in the last decade (10 in 2004, two in 

2007, and one in 2013), all of which were much poorer than the older union members. 

With the exception of Malta and Cyprus, these countries had a GDP below 75% of the 
EU average when they joined, making it a particular challenge to embrace the 106.8 
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million new EU citizens, the equivalent of 27.6% of EU population. The countries 

quite rapidly gained access to the single market, which allows travel, capital and labor 

to flow freely. 

This freedom of movement, access to European subsidies, and investments in 
the new Member States allowed them to catch up rapidly. For the two 2007 joiners, for 

example, Bulgarian GDP per capita grew to $7,500 in 2013 from $4,400 in 2006, and 

in Romania to $9,500 from $5,800 over the same time period. This represents a 
compounded annual growth rate of 7.9% for Bulgaria and 7.3% for Romania 

notwithstanding the severest economic crisis of the last 80 years. 

“Over recent decades the [EU] has also proven to be an enviably efficient 
wealth creation machine – and not just for those at the top of the population, but for the 

entire society.” 

Why are these figures not better known? Europe is not good at “marketing” 

itself. Despite a tough sovereign debt crisis, the debt to GDP of the 28-country euro 
area is 89% or, for the earlier 19-country euro area 96%. The U.S. figure is 105%. The 

euro area’s fiscal balances are healthier (Figure 5); the euro 15-country area’s 

productivity per hour worked exceeds that of the U.S., and its labor markets are getting 
stronger: Since 2000, the employment rate has increased in the euro area but fallen by 

around six percentage points in the U.S. The participation rate in the euro area 

stabilized after rising in 2009; in the U.S. it continues to decline. 
 

 
 Source: European Commission, Economic Forecast, Spring 2015 

 

Figure 5. Selected comparative fiscal balances (% of GDP) 

 

Of course, the U.S. has several strengths compared to Europe: an exceptional 

entrepreneurial culture, a competitive edge in technology and innovation and better 
developed capital markets, as many U.S. companies rely on these markets to fund 
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expansion rather than on banks. A single country with a common language also makes 

it easier to have an integrated economy. 

Among Europe’s strengths, the EU remains one of the largest economies in the 

world with a GDP per head of US$37,000 for its over half billion citizens and 
consumers. It is the world’s largest trader of manufactured goods and services, whose 

large internal market accommodates 65% of its overall trade, given low labor costs and 

a well-educated common market workforce. It is also first in both inbound and 
outbound international investments. It is a top trading partner for 80 countries 

compared to 20 plus for the U.S. Excluding fuels, the EU imports more from 

developing countries and continents, such as Africa, than Canada, China, Japan and the 
U.S. - combined. The EU, at peace and united in diversity, benefits from low-cost 

development and greater social responsibility, particularly on issues of welfare and 

climate control. 

With all this in mind, is Europe outperforming the United States? The EU has 
long been seen as the best peace creation project of all time, with no wars at its core 

over the last 70 years. Over recent decades it has also proven to be an enviably 

efficient wealth creation machine – and not just for those at the top of the population, 
but for the entire society, including 100 million new citizens over the past decade. 

Not only is Europe producing an admirable and competitive growth model, it 

is, by design and conviction, deploying the wealth generated in economic solidarity 
with its broader population, not just for the top 1%. That is Europe’s greatest economic 

accomplishment, its greatest competitive advantage and the key to its outperformance. 

 

 
Source: Eurostat, BLS and ESM calculations 

Age group: 15+ for euro area, 16+ for U.S. — Latest observations Q4 2014 

 

Figure 6. Labor Markets – EU area vs US 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

  

Economic barriers between the EU and the US are already relatively low, not 

only due to their participation in the World Trade Organization (WTO) but also due to 
more recent action, such as the EU-US Open-Skies agreement and the efforts of the 

Transatlantic Economic Council. The European Commission argues that the 

achievement of a transatlantic trade agreement could increase trade between the 
countries concerned by up to 50%. However, economic relations are sometimes tense, 

with frequent trade disputes between the two economies, many of which have been 

brought before the World Trade Organization. 
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